Dicle Koçaciöglu Article Award is Now Accepting Applications

The Dicle Koçaciöglu Article Award is sponsored by Sabancı Holding and is named in memory of sociologist Dicle Koçaciöglu (1972-2009), our dear colleague and friend. Awarded to researchers and graduate students since 2010, the aim of the Dicle Koçaciöglu Article Award is to support gender-focused research and encourage young researchers. The award is now open for applications.

The award is open to Master's and PhD students, and graduates of Master's programs who completed their degree within the last two years. The deadline for the application this year is October 2, 2022.

The award is granted by Sabancı University's Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences and SU Gender in memory of sociologist Dicle Koçaciöglu (1972-2009). Our dear colleague and friend. The award is granted to researchers and graduate students since 2010.

The award aims to support gender-focused work in the fields of democracy, academic freedom, gender equality, and feminism. In its fifth year, SU Gender initiated the Şrn Tekel Research Award in memory of Şrn Tekel, who has pioneered performance arts.

The book “Mappng Gender in the Near East” is published this month by Max Weber Stiftung Bonn. The book consists of contributions from prominent scholars such as Deniz Kandiyot, Evren Savcı, Marlyn Booth, Irvn Ceml Schck, Ipek Bahçeküçü, and many others.

Women's, Gender, and Sexualty Studies

Mappng Gender n the Near East: What's New and What's Ahead n Ottoman and Turksh Studies

The book features an article co-authored by Heke Pantelmann and Hülya Adak, titled “Status of Gender Studies Carried Out in the Context of Ottoman and Turkish Studies.” During the research, researchers from different disciplines had come together to discuss the current status of gender studies and the future prospects of gender studies.

On April 6-7, with the participation of faculty members from all MBA programs in the world, Hülya Adak was invited to deliver a speech at the largest Research Summit, which took place on the second day of the summit.

The Purple Certificate Program in Canakkale hosted a talk titled “Why Gender?”, and experts from marketing and the private sector. On the second day of the summit, April 6-7, with the participation of faculty members from all MBA programs in the world, Hülya Adak was invited to deliver a speech at the largest Research Summit, which took place on the second day of the summit.

Walks of Beyoğlu In the Footsteps of Artist Women Continue

We continue our walks of Beyoğlu in the footsteps of artist women both physically and online. Having designed it based on the “I-You-They: A Century of Artist Women” exhibition in Meşher, we place it in Beyoğlu’s memory, either by living and working there, and whose stores cannot find a place in mainstream historical narratives. You can follow the social media accounts of SU Gender for more information about the application criteria.

What activities did we attend?

- On April 5th, Nazlı Hazar from SU Gender’s Purple Certificate Program was invited to a talk titled “Gender and Inequality.”
- On April 6th, with the participation of faculty members from all MBA programs in the world, Hülya Adak was invited to deliver a speech at the largest Research Summit, which took place on the second day of the summit.
- On April 7th, with the participation of faculty members from all MBA programs in the world, Hülya Adak was invited to deliver a speech at the largest Research Summit, which took place on the second day of the summit.
- On April 9th, with the participation of faculty members from all MBA programs in the world, Hülya Adak was invited to deliver a speech at the largest Research Summit, which took place on the second day of the summit.
- On April 10th, with the participation of faculty members from all MBA programs in the world, Hülya Adak was invited to deliver a speech at the largest Research Summit, which took place on the second day of the summit.

What's Next Month?

The Purple Certificate Program in Canakkale

For more information about the application criteria, please visit our website or contact us at e-mail: sugender@sabancunv.edu.